The following points must be taken into account
during installation:

1 The hole in the wall.

Calculation of how big the hole in the wall framing
should be:
Height = door leaf height + 110mm
Width = (door leaf width x 2) + 30mm

2 Installing your door

Refer to Instruction “Fit the door” on the main
instruction set.
You may notice that the door rubs on the top of
the T-guide, causing it to stop before fully closing.
If so, you will need to trim the height of the
T-guide down using a fine toothed saw. Take care
to ensure the door is still guided by the T-guide
when fully open and that the cut edge of the
T-guide is sanded to ensure a smooth surface.
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3 Removing the door leaf.

Access to the rear mount plate for door removal
is via a removable section of pelmet. Begin by
removing the head jamb from one side (if fitted),
then take out the removable section of pelmet.
Continue with the standard Installation
Instructions to remove the door leaf.
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After installation but before lining, clean the full
length of the inside running surface of the track
with a soft rag. TAPE UP THE TRACK to ensure
no dust or debris enter the track or SofStop
mechanism during building works. Warranty does
not cover damage arising from paint or debris in
the track, wheels or mechanism.
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These instructions are supplementary to the
instructions you already have and should be read
after you have read the Installation Instructions for
the unit purchased.

